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india has long been dominated by the upper castes even though the lower castes make up more than two thirds of the population
this book examines how the lower castes have become more assertive in recent decades mir taqi miror mir as he is better
knownwas one of the greatest poets of urdu the book is a fascinating story of his life of rare courage and grit orphaned at
the age of eleven with the death of an ascetic father with nothing to fall back on young mir was thrown into difficult times
to face life and support his family the indian subcontinent faced internecine wars and the great mughal empire was crumbling
in front of the child mir who was left to fend for himself and provide for his family mir witnessed the destruction and
savagery of nadir shah and ahmed shah abdali brought upon delhi these historical times left a deep impression on mir as is
seen in his poetic sensibilities the book captures the personal travails of mir the drama of his time and his soul stirring
poetry arguably the greatest of urdu poets ghalib made a rare unqualified exception when it came to mir as he wrote rekhta ke
tum hee ustaad nahin ho ghalib kehte hain agle zamane mein koi mir bhi tha ghalib you are not the only master of urdu poetry
heard people say there was one mir in the bygone era pratap a highly respected man was elected an mla twice between 1975 85
from shivnaha constituency up he was close to the then cm a helicopter was sent in case of important work a helipad
constructed in one of his farms is evidence that these stories are true pratap lost the assembly election to vedprakash
pandey in 1985 since then he hasn t won a single election with time everything has changed aprajai pratap s grandson
visualises landing a helicopter on the helipad he hears various stories about how his grandfather would land a helicopter he
wants to repeat history aprajai goes to mumbai for further education and returns after five years just before the panchayat
election aprajai files the nomination papers going against his family he uses four tricks which he later reveals to his
friend abdul he often asks abdul if his dream would come true or not and abdul always says yes one day for sure later on he
decides to contest the mla election against vedprakash pandey pratap poses a challenge of getting a ticket from any political
party only then would he be allowed to contest the election aprajai approaches every political party and finally gets a
ticket from the newly formed unite party after a smart move aprajai starts his campaign and finds that voters are stuck in
the web of caste and religion in this election he makes three smart moves which he calls tricks he later explains them to
abdul throughout india and southeast asia ancient classical epics the mahabharata and the ramayana continue to exert
considerable cultural influence rethinking india s oral and classical epics offers an unprecedented exploration into south
asia s regional epic traditions using his own fieldwork as a starting point alf hiltebeitel analyzes how the oral tradition
of the south indian cult of the goddess draupadi and five regional martial oral epics compare with one another and tie in
with the sanskrit epics drawing on literary theory and cultural studies he reveals the shared subtexts of the draupadi cult
mahabharata and the five oral epics and shows how the traditional plots are twisted and classical characters reshaped to
reflect local history and religion in doing so hiltebeitel sheds new light on the intertwining oral traditions of medieval
rajput military culture dalits former untouchables and muslims breathtaking in scope this work is indispensable for those
seeking a deeper understanding of south asia s hindu and muslim traditions this work is the third volume in hiltebeitel s
study of the draupadi cult other volumes include mythologies from gingee to kuruksetra volume one on hindu ritual and the
goddess volume two and rethinking the mahabharata volume four website mlbd co in email info mlbd co in this work relates to
the erstwhile central and the western rajput states of india it embodies the results of scholarly investigation into the
ethnology of rajputs their religious and social practices their festivals and rites their legal and political institutions
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and the merits and demerits of their characters herein we get a real portrait of the different aspects of rajput life their
loyalty devotion gallantry chivalry as also the instability of their character their outbreaks of passion fears occasional
faithlessness of their chiefs and allies and above all their addiction to drugs the work is divided into three volumes each
volume being sub divided into books and chapters vol i deals mostly with the geography of rajasthan the history of the rajput
tribes and the feudal system of their states vol ii contains the annals of marwar bikaner jaisalmer and other cities of
rajasthan vol iii comprises the annals of amber haravati bundi and describes shaikhawat federation and contains personal
narratives from udaipur to kheroda it has an appendix divided into seven sections and an exhaustive general index
interspersed with several illustrations this book is remarkable for its enlightening introduction and exegetical notes this
book opens fresh ways of rethinking colonial nationalisms qualifying derivative political and modernist paradigms introducing
the category of samaj cultural entity it shows how indigenous socio cultural origins were reconfigured in modern bengali
indian nationhood to conceptualise unities and mediate fragmentation this book on nda na deals with the whole gamut of
general knowledge and english that an aspirant requires to prepare for national defence academy naval academy and other exams
held by upsc as it contains detailed notes on indian history geography and indian polity followed by mcqs that have appeared
in various competitive exams it would prove to be very useful for other competitive exams as well besides notes on subjects
mentioned above it has over 7000 multiple choice questions mcqs on subjects topics specified by upsc in the syllabus of nda
na this book on general knowledge english has been written after lot of research it contains mcqs that have appeared in
previous 20 years question papers of nda naval academy and other competitive exams the detailed notes on history geography
and indian polity with mcqs and mcqs on indian economy indian culture environment general science and defence para military
forces make it a very useful for all competitive exams held by upsc in addition in the english chapter besides 16 solved
question papers of english of nda parts of speech direct indirect active passive voice antonyms synonyms one word and idioms
phrases that have appeared in various exams have also been included most have wished to be winners in life but very few had
the will to prepare for it be a winner for life a fresh and stimulating examination of the ideology programmes expressions
and consequences of the british civilizing mission in south asia bertolt brecht turned to cabaret ariane mnouchkine went to
the circus joan littlewood wanted to open a palace of fun these were a few of the directors who turned to popular theatre
forms in the last century and this sourcebook accounts for their attraction popular theatre forms introduced in this
sourcebook include cabaret circus puppetry vaudeville indian jatra political satire and physical comedy these entertainments
are highly visual itinerant and readily understood by audiences popular theatre a sourcebook follows them around the world
from the bunraku puppetry of japan to the masked topeng theatre of bali to south african political satire the san francisco
mime troupe s comic melodramas and a fun palace proposed for london the book features essays from the archives of the drama
review and other research contributions by roland barthes hovey burgess marvin carlson john emigh dario fo ron jenkins joan
littlewood brooks mcnamara richard schechner and others offer some of the most important informative and lively writing
available on popular theatre introducing both western and non western popular theatre practices the sourcebook provides
access to theatrical forms which have delighted audiences and attracted stage artists around the world this work deciphers
how subalternity is both constituted and contested through state society relations in india s bhil heartland at the core of
the book lies a concern with understanding the dialectics of power and resistance that give form and direction to the
political economy of democracy and development in contemporary india a major new biography of rudyard kipling rudyard kipling
1865 1936 was a unique figure in british history a great writer as well as an imperial icon whose life trajectory matched
that of the british empire from its zenith to its final decades kipling was in his early twenties when his first stories
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about anglo indian life vaulted him into celebrity he went on to be awarded the nobel prize and to add more phrases to the
language than any man since shakespeare but his conservative views and advocacy of imperialism damaged his critical
reputation while at the same time making him all the more popular with a general readership by the time he died the man who
incarnated an era for millions was almost forgotten and new generations must come to terms in their own way with his enduring
but mysterious powers previous works on kipling have focused exclusively on his writing and on his domestic life here the
distinguished biographer david gilmour not only explains how and why kipling wrote but also explores the themes of his
complicated life his ideas his relationships and his views on the empire and the future gilmour is the first writer to
explore kipling s public role his influence on the way britons saw themselves and their empire his fascinating new book based
on extensive research especially in the underexplored archives of the united states is a groundbreaking study of a great and
misunderstood writer the author has made a detailed and meticulous examination of all aspects of social life of rajputs their
religious beliefs gender relations education and aesthetic life based on field work royal archives of many former princely
states useful for social scientists this title examines the worship of ancestral heroes in rajasthan india arguing that
rajput hero stories and songs encapsulate and express ideals of perfection and masculinity it analyzes representations of
wives and goddesses as tacit allies dispatching sacrificed heroes to heavenly paradise this book deals with the medieval
period of indian history most of the historians consider this period as the dark period of indian history according to them
ancient period was the glorious period of indian history during this period foundation of indian culture and of social
structure was laid but during medieval period india did not make much progress in spite of historians opinion it can be said
that during medieval period also progress was made and several buildings were constructed during this period great
development was made in art painting and literature hindi literature made great progress during this period as such kabir
tulsi surdas jayasi rahim and raskhan are still considered among the greatest writers of hindi literature urdu punjabi and
other regional literatures made great progress during this period sikh religion bhakti cult and sufism also made great
progress during this period this book deals with all aspects of medieval indian history in detail to meet the requirements of
the students and the common readers the book is divided into three parts first part covers saltanat period from 1206 to 1526
second part deals with the mughal period from 1526 to 1760 a d in detail third part covers period upto 1857 in brief bhakti
movement society and culture art and architecture and economic aspects have been described in details in a very simple and
lucid style this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant winner of the
2009 ananda kentish coomaraswamy book prize sponsored by the association for asian studies the medieval rajput queen padmini
believed to have been pursued by alauddin khalji the sultan of delhi has been the focus of numerous south asian narratives
ranging from a sufi mystical romance in the sixteenth century to nationalist histories in the late nineteenth century the
many lives of a rajput queen explores how early modern regional elites caste groups and mystical and monastic communities
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shaped their distinctive versions of the past through the repeated refashioning of the legend of padmini ramya sreenivasan
investigates these legends and traces their subsequent appropriation by colonial administrators and nationalist intellectuals
for varying different political ends using padmini as a means of illustrating the power of gender norms in constructing
heroic memory she shows how such narratives about virtuous women changed as they circulated across particular communities in
south asia between the sixteenth and early twentieth centuries this book will interest historians of memory gender community
culture and historywriting in south asia illustrating how enduring legends emerged out of particular precolonial repositories
of tradition the book also addresses the nature of colonial transitions and precolonial historical consciousness this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



Handbook on Rajputs 1996-12 india has long been dominated by the upper castes even though the lower castes make up more than
two thirds of the population this book examines how the lower castes have become more assertive in recent decades
Hand-book on Rajputs 2020 mir taqi miror mir as he is better knownwas one of the greatest poets of urdu the book is a
fascinating story of his life of rare courage and grit orphaned at the age of eleven with the death of an ascetic father with
nothing to fall back on young mir was thrown into difficult times to face life and support his family the indian subcontinent
faced internecine wars and the great mughal empire was crumbling in front of the child mir who was left to fend for himself
and provide for his family mir witnessed the destruction and savagery of nadir shah and ahmed shah abdali brought upon delhi
these historical times left a deep impression on mir as is seen in his poetic sensibilities the book captures the personal
travails of mir the drama of his time and his soul stirring poetry arguably the greatest of urdu poets ghalib made a rare
unqualified exception when it came to mir as he wrote rekhta ke tum hee ustaad nahin ho ghalib kehte hain agle zamane mein
koi mir bhi tha ghalib you are not the only master of urdu poetry heard people say there was one mir in the bygone era
The Rajputs of Rajputana 1999 pratap a highly respected man was elected an mla twice between 1975 85 from shivnaha
constituency up he was close to the then cm a helicopter was sent in case of important work a helipad constructed in one of
his farms is evidence that these stories are true pratap lost the assembly election to vedprakash pandey in 1985 since then
he hasn t won a single election with time everything has changed aprajai pratap s grandson visualises landing a helicopter on
the helipad he hears various stories about how his grandfather would land a helicopter he wants to repeat history aprajai
goes to mumbai for further education and returns after five years just before the panchayat election aprajai files the
nomination papers going against his family he uses four tricks which he later reveals to his friend abdul he often asks abdul
if his dream would come true or not and abdul always says yes one day for sure later on he decides to contest the mla
election against vedprakash pandey pratap poses a challenge of getting a ticket from any political party only then would he
be allowed to contest the election aprajai approaches every political party and finally gets a ticket from the newly formed
unite party after a smart move aprajai starts his campaign and finds that voters are stuck in the web of caste and religion
in this election he makes three smart moves which he calls tricks he later explains them to abdul
Handbook On Rajputs 1999-01-01 throughout india and southeast asia ancient classical epics the mahabharata and the ramayana
continue to exert considerable cultural influence rethinking india s oral and classical epics offers an unprecedented
exploration into south asia s regional epic traditions using his own fieldwork as a starting point alf hiltebeitel analyzes
how the oral tradition of the south indian cult of the goddess draupadi and five regional martial oral epics compare with one
another and tie in with the sanskrit epics drawing on literary theory and cultural studies he reveals the shared subtexts of
the draupadi cult mahabharata and the five oral epics and shows how the traditional plots are twisted and classical
characters reshaped to reflect local history and religion in doing so hiltebeitel sheds new light on the intertwining oral
traditions of medieval rajput military culture dalits former untouchables and muslims breathtaking in scope this work is
indispensable for those seeking a deeper understanding of south asia s hindu and muslim traditions this work is the third
volume in hiltebeitel s study of the draupadi cult other volumes include mythologies from gingee to kuruksetra volume one on
hindu ritual and the goddess volume two and rethinking the mahabharata volume four
Handbook on Rajputs 1986-08-01 website mlbd co in email info mlbd co in this work relates to the erstwhile central and the
western rajput states of india it embodies the results of scholarly investigation into the ethnology of rajputs their
religious and social practices their festivals and rites their legal and political institutions and the merits and demerits
of their characters herein we get a real portrait of the different aspects of rajput life their loyalty devotion gallantry



chivalry as also the instability of their character their outbreaks of passion fears occasional faithlessness of their chiefs
and allies and above all their addiction to drugs the work is divided into three volumes each volume being sub divided into
books and chapters vol i deals mostly with the geography of rajasthan the history of the rajput tribes and the feudal system
of their states vol ii contains the annals of marwar bikaner jaisalmer and other cities of rajasthan vol iii comprises the
annals of amber haravati bundi and describes shaikhawat federation and contains personal narratives from udaipur to kheroda
it has an appendix divided into seven sections and an exhaustive general index interspersed with several illustrations this
book is remarkable for its enlightening introduction and exegetical notes
Cavalry Journal 1912 this book opens fresh ways of rethinking colonial nationalisms qualifying derivative political and
modernist paradigms introducing the category of samaj cultural entity it shows how indigenous socio cultural origins were
reconfigured in modern bengali indian nationhood to conceptualise unities and mediate fragmentation
A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab and North-West Frontier Province 1997 this book on nda na deals with the
whole gamut of general knowledge and english that an aspirant requires to prepare for national defence academy naval academy
and other exams held by upsc as it contains detailed notes on indian history geography and indian polity followed by mcqs
that have appeared in various competitive exams it would prove to be very useful for other competitive exams as well besides
notes on subjects mentioned above it has over 7000 multiple choice questions mcqs on subjects topics specified by upsc in the
syllabus of nda na this book on general knowledge english has been written after lot of research it contains mcqs that have
appeared in previous 20 years question papers of nda naval academy and other competitive exams the detailed notes on history
geography and indian polity with mcqs and mcqs on indian economy indian culture environment general science and defence para
military forces make it a very useful for all competitive exams held by upsc in addition in the english chapter besides 16
solved question papers of english of nda parts of speech direct indirect active passive voice antonyms synonyms one word and
idioms phrases that have appeared in various exams have also been included most have wished to be winners in life but very
few had the will to prepare for it be a winner for life
India's Silent Revolution 2003 a fresh and stimulating examination of the ideology programmes expressions and consequences of
the british civilizing mission in south asia
Life,Times and Poetry of Mir 2014-01-16 bertolt brecht turned to cabaret ariane mnouchkine went to the circus joan littlewood
wanted to open a palace of fun these were a few of the directors who turned to popular theatre forms in the last century and
this sourcebook accounts for their attraction popular theatre forms introduced in this sourcebook include cabaret circus
puppetry vaudeville indian jatra political satire and physical comedy these entertainments are highly visual itinerant and
readily understood by audiences popular theatre a sourcebook follows them around the world from the bunraku puppetry of japan
to the masked topeng theatre of bali to south african political satire the san francisco mime troupe s comic melodramas and a
fun palace proposed for london the book features essays from the archives of the drama review and other research
contributions by roland barthes hovey burgess marvin carlson john emigh dario fo ron jenkins joan littlewood brooks mcnamara
richard schechner and others offer some of the most important informative and lively writing available on popular theatre
introducing both western and non western popular theatre practices the sourcebook provides access to theatrical forms which
have delighted audiences and attracted stage artists around the world
Aprajai (A Certified Fool) 2020-02-21 this work deciphers how subalternity is both constituted and contested through state
society relations in india s bhil heartland at the core of the book lies a concern with understanding the dialectics of power
and resistance that give form and direction to the political economy of democracy and development in contemporary india



Pratap Singh, the Last of the Rajputs 1943 a major new biography of rudyard kipling rudyard kipling 1865 1936 was a unique
figure in british history a great writer as well as an imperial icon whose life trajectory matched that of the british empire
from its zenith to its final decades kipling was in his early twenties when his first stories about anglo indian life vaulted
him into celebrity he went on to be awarded the nobel prize and to add more phrases to the language than any man since
shakespeare but his conservative views and advocacy of imperialism damaged his critical reputation while at the same time
making him all the more popular with a general readership by the time he died the man who incarnated an era for millions was
almost forgotten and new generations must come to terms in their own way with his enduring but mysterious powers previous
works on kipling have focused exclusively on his writing and on his domestic life here the distinguished biographer david
gilmour not only explains how and why kipling wrote but also explores the themes of his complicated life his ideas his
relationships and his views on the empire and the future gilmour is the first writer to explore kipling s public role his
influence on the way britons saw themselves and their empire his fascinating new book based on extensive research especially
in the underexplored archives of the united states is a groundbreaking study of a great and misunderstood writer
Rethinking India's Oral and Classical Epics 2009-02-15 the author has made a detailed and meticulous examination of all
aspects of social life of rajputs their religious beliefs gender relations education and aesthetic life based on field work
royal archives of many former princely states useful for social scientists
Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan (3 Vols) 2010-01-01 this title examines the worship of ancestral heroes in rajasthan
india arguing that rajput hero stories and songs encapsulate and express ideals of perfection and masculinity it analyzes
representations of wives and goddesses as tacit allies dispatching sacrificed heroes to heavenly paradise
Notions of Nationhood in Bengal: Perspectives on Samaj, c. 1867-1905 2009-06-24 this book deals with the medieval period of
indian history most of the historians consider this period as the dark period of indian history according to them ancient
period was the glorious period of indian history during this period foundation of indian culture and of social structure was
laid but during medieval period india did not make much progress in spite of historians opinion it can be said that during
medieval period also progress was made and several buildings were constructed during this period great development was made
in art painting and literature hindi literature made great progress during this period as such kabir tulsi surdas jayasi
rahim and raskhan are still considered among the greatest writers of hindi literature urdu punjabi and other regional
literatures made great progress during this period sikh religion bhakti cult and sufism also made great progress during this
period this book deals with all aspects of medieval indian history in detail to meet the requirements of the students and the
common readers the book is divided into three parts first part covers saltanat period from 1206 to 1526 second part deals
with the mughal period from 1526 to 1760 a d in detail third part covers period upto 1857 in brief bhakti movement society
and culture art and architecture and economic aspects have been described in details in a very simple and lucid style
The Rajputs: a Fighting Race 1915 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your



support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
NDA/ NA General Knowledge & English 2023-11-07 winner of the 2009 ananda kentish coomaraswamy book prize sponsored by the
association for asian studies the medieval rajput queen padmini believed to have been pursued by alauddin khalji the sultan
of delhi has been the focus of numerous south asian narratives ranging from a sufi mystical romance in the sixteenth century
to nationalist histories in the late nineteenth century the many lives of a rajput queen explores how early modern regional
elites caste groups and mystical and monastic communities shaped their distinctive versions of the past through the repeated
refashioning of the legend of padmini ramya sreenivasan investigates these legends and traces their subsequent appropriation
by colonial administrators and nationalist intellectuals for varying different political ends using padmini as a means of
illustrating the power of gender norms in constructing heroic memory she shows how such narratives about virtuous women
changed as they circulated across particular communities in south asia between the sixteenth and early twentieth centuries
this book will interest historians of memory gender community culture and historywriting in south asia illustrating how
enduring legends emerged out of particular precolonial repositories of tradition the book also addresses the nature of
colonial transitions and precolonial historical consciousness
Colonialism as Civilizing Mission 2004 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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